Lilly’s Garden of Growth Board Game
Details of Game
Object of Game:
Children are given an opportunity to earn points by doing such things as
following directions, completing tasks, organizing their day, and exhibiting a
positive attitude. No matter which Cards they work from or what rewards you
decide to offer, the object of the game is the same for everyone – Work hard to
get To The Moon, and feel good about every step taken to get there!

Game Duration:
This is a game that never has to end…so to speak. Once a child has gotten To
The Moon, a celebration ensues, and with a positive sense of self-worth gained,
they start over again. The fun and value of this game is everlasting. (Makes for
great wall art too!) Everyone involved wins. How cool is that?!!?

Game Pieces:
There are 9 game pieces from The Garden Gathering Fun Facts section. Print,
cut, and place the name/s of the players on the line provided. Use adhesive tack
(suggested) or thumb tacks to move the pieces around on the board.

Hint: Glue the game piece/s onto cardboard or print with heavy stock paper.
(Laminate if possible). These pieces will be moved around a great deal!

Rewards:

There are three special spaces on the board - a birdhouse, a watering can, and a
wheel barrow. When a child lands on or passes one of these spaces, a small
reward can be generated (pencils/erasers/stickers/tattoos). When they get To The
Moon, a larger reward can be offered (a stuffed animal/coupon for computer
time/extra recess/other desirable items).

The Grand Finale:
Make their arrival To The Moon something really spectacular!! Perhaps the child
could wear a space helmet that he/she previously created from a box covered in
aluminum foil, and wave a flag made from fabric scraps and a dowel, stating “I
Made It To The Moon!” Use your imagination or get ideas from the children as to
what they’d like to see happen. (They’re very clever!)

